
B Y  R E F L E C T I O N S  O F  L I F E

how to use your camera
and create meaningful photos



What You Will Learn

WEEK ONE..........................................................................................................The Gear

WEEK TWO..........................................................................................................Exposure

WEEK THREE..........................................................................................................Settings

WEEK FOUR..........................................................................................................Lighting

WEEK FIVE....................................................................................................Composition

WEEK SIX........................................................................................................Connection



Introduction - Week One

Ah, kids. What little bundles of joy. As a mom, you’ve probably been snapping 
photos of your little one since their very first day. With a digital camera, it’s never 
been easier to document the important moments in your child’s life and share 
them with family and friends.

  This course was designed for moms who want to take better photos of their kids. 
We will cover topics such as equipment, exposure, settings, lighting, composition 
and connection.

The Gear

THE CAMERA

In this workshop I recommend using a DSLR. You can also use a point-and-shoot 
camera that has manual mode. That way you can choose your own settings 
and have more creative control over your photos.  

As you learn more about photography, you will be able to choose the proper 
settings needed to create beautiful photos of your kids.

THE FLASH

Many digital SLRs come with a small flash built  into the camera. This flash pro-
duces a rather  harsh light that creates dark shadows. To reduce the shadows, 
you can use a diffuser such as the Puffer PLUS Pop-Up Flash Diffuser by Gary 
Fong. If you want more powerful light, you can purchase an external flash. In this 
class, you will learn how to shoot using only available light. 

       

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?A=details&O=&Q=&gclid=Cj0KCQjwx43ZBRCeARIsANzpzb--nPi0XC4oX4eBzV4PcFAvakeeXc3LKZzS1GfNmBO6udrLss3jpIsaAquSEALw_wcB&is=REG&pcur=CAD&sku=1010804
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?A=details&O=&Q=&gclid=Cj0KCQjwx43ZBRCeARIsANzpzb--nPi0XC4oX4eBzV4PcFAvakeeXc3LKZzS1GfNmBO6udrLss3jpIsaAquSEALw_wcB&is=REG&pcur=CAD&sku=1010804


THE LENSES

One advantage of having a digital SLRs is the ability  to switch lenses. This allows 
you to choose from  a variety of different focal lengths. There are two kinds of 
lenses: prime lenses and zoom lenses.

Prime Lenses

Owning a prime lens will transform your snapshots into more professional looking 
photographs. The primary difference between a prime lens and a zoom lens is 
that a prime lens has a single focal length. For example, the 50mm prime lens 
only photographs images at its 50mm focal length. Instead of having the ability 
to “zoom” in to your subject, you’d have to physically move closer to them.

Prime lenses are usually very “fast”. This means that these types of lenses have 
an aperture that opens very wide. Prime lenses are usually “faster” than zoom 
lenses. If you’re just starting out with prime lenses, I’d recommend the fixed 
50mm f/1.8. It’s a relatively inexpensive lens and I think you’ll be pleased with 
the results. 

Zoom Lenses

Since children like to move around a lot, having  a lens that zooms in and out 
will be helpful. Zoom lenses have a wide range of focal lengths. The lens that 
came with your camera, commonly referred to as a “kit lens”, will most likely be 
a zoom lens. This lens will work great for beginners. It may be a “variable zoom 
lens”. This simply means that when you zoom in your aperture may change. We 
will discuss aperture later.



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/

2. Watch the week one video in the Facebook group.

3. Get familiar with your equipment:

    What is your camera make and model? __________________________________

    Is your go to lens a prime lens or a zoom lens? _____________________________

    Have you ever used an external flash? ____________________________________

4. Post your gear in the comments of this week’s video in the Facebook group.

5. Place your camera and this workbook in an easy to access spot for the next           
    six weeks.

6. What is one thing you learned after reading this lesson?

     _________________________________________________________________________

7. What is one thing you learned about your camera while flipping through   
    your camera manual?

    __________________________________________________________________________

NOTES:

    __________________________________________________________________________

    __________________________________________________________________________

    __________________________________________________________________________

https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
https://rolphoto.ca/

